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C++4HEP – Lesson 1 
(C”plus-plus” for High Energy Particle Physics) 



Lesson 1 – C++ Basics 
 

“Whoever said Linux programming isn’t sexy was lying: 
 unzip, strip, touch, finger, grep, mount, fsck, more, yes, fsck, fsck, fsck, 
                  umount, sleep.” 



 
 

 

 

Overview 
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• What is C++? 
 

• Why are we going to learn it? 
 

• Who uses is? 
 

• Outline the intensions of the course 
 

• Basic introduction to “Hello World” 
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What is C++ 
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• The language understood by a computer is binary, 0s and 1s. 

• Binary looks 
like this 
written in 
characters…. 

• C++ was developed by Bjarne Stroustrup in early 1980s. 

• A computer program is a set of instructions that a 
programmer (you) writes to tell a computer how to carry out 
a certain task. 

• I would never make you learn binary, this is a low level 
language and extremely difficult to follow what is happening 



 
 

 

 

What is C++ 
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• Enter C++. To make life easier high level languages such as C, 
C++, Fortran or Java Script just to name a few were created. 
 

• As you will come to see C++ is similar to English except you 
don’t have the freedom to simply write what ever you like – 
THERE ARE RULES AND COMMON EXPRESSIONS. 
 

• This “English-style” code will need to be converted into 
something the computer understands – binary. This is done 
by a COMPILER. Example: converts to an object  or executable. 

• Just as in English you can get resources from a Library, the 
same is true for C++. A Standard Template Library (STL) exists 
where you can get useful code to help you. 



 
 

 

 

Why bother? 
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• Used in many industries! Not just SCIENCE. 

• Actually, NOT the easiest to learn, we could do Python, Java 
or C# but, in fact all have common rules and C++ enables a 
more advanced understanding of behind the scenes 
(pointers, memory management, type). 

• Extremely fast, if speed is required C++ is generally used. 

• Well developed and supported. 

• Large list of libraries to choose from. 



Who Uses it? 
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Intentions 
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• We wish to gain a basic grounding in C++. 

• Will need to learn about; Basic setup,  defining types, 
function declarations, conditional statements, pointers and 
references, loops and finally classes. 

• Each week we will learn something new and put this into 
practice in class. 

• There will be a simple problem for you to solve for the next 
session so you practice. This is important! 

• Slowly we will build upon our code until we make a Lorentz 
4-vector class to solve special relativistic problems. 



Todays Intentions 
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• Today we will write, compile and execute a simple 
programme that prints some text to the screen. 

HelloWorld.cpp 

Compiler (GNU) 

HelloWorld.exe 

Linker 

HelloWorld.o 

Write the C++ source 
code 

Predefined headers 
or user defined. 

Libraries or user 
generated object 
files 

Final executable. 
This can be ran. 



Lets Start 
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• Everyone should have running a Live disk of Ubuntu. 

• This is a Linux Operating system an alternative to Windows 
but in my view a million times better. 

• Similar to Mac OS X. Based on the same Linux Kernel (base). 

Vs 

Basic Linux commands for today, CHEAT SHEET: 

 ls <enter>     - This lists what is in the current directory 

      cd /some/path  <enter>    - changes directory 



Open Terminal 
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• Top left click the Ubuntu 
symbol and type terminal. 
Shown in picture 
 

 

• Click the Terminal icon. This 
allows us to navigate the 
system. 

• You may here me call the terminal the “command line” or 
“command window”. 

• We will type all commands in the terminal! Lets open one up 



Coders Cookbook 
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• We then of course need the meat of the story; START, 
MIDDLE and an END. Good GRAMMAR is important too. 

 

• Just like any good book we need a TITLE and REFERENCES. 

• This analogy is very true 
for coding, if you follow 

these 6 basics rules you 

will be off to a flying start! 



Coders Cookbook 
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• TITLE – Always introduce your code; who you are, what it does. Leaving comments is 
very good practice to aid yourself or others starting a fresh!! 

• REFERENCES – We wouldn’t, for example, want to replicate the works of 
Shakespeare. We include “header” files that bring well developed standards written 
by others to make life easier. 

• START – All C++ programmes must have one main function, “int main(int argc, const 
char* argv[])”. 

• MIDDLE – Enclose your masterpiece with curly braces {}, these mark the beginning 
and end of a code block. This defines the scope of a code block, more on this later. 

• END – What happens at the end of our story? Nothing we have finished! Always 
“return 0;”. 

• GRAMMAR – What you type is important! Forgetting semi-colons “;” is a common 
beginner mistake,  as well as other C++ symbols. Coding is case-sensitive so don’t 
throw in upper or lower case at will. 



Lets Start 
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• Using the terminal we need to enter our working directory. 

• We will open a file called HelloWorld.cpp. Do this with gedit. 

• Lets write our first programme now… 



Hello World 
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• The below is our example code. Please copy this into your 
editor now. 

TITLE  



Hello World 
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• Lets discuss the components in a little more detail... Check 
hand out. 

Called an include directive and the <iostream> is a header file (usually with extension .h or 
.hpp).  It tells the compiler and the linker that this programme needs access to the library 
of routines that handle input from the keyboard and output to the screen. 

All C++ programmes start with this structure. It is the “main” body of the code. The “int 
argc” and “char* argv” are used when passing command line arguments. We will get to 
this. Note: 
 int is called a return type. 
 The left curly-brace, {, indicates the beginning of a block 
of code. The right curly-brace, g, indicates the end 
 Open curly braces and that this returns a 0. 



Compiling 
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• Once we write some code we need to compile it.  

• There are lots of compilers we are using GNU 4.6.  

• To compile we call the program with the following syntax. 

g++ HelloWorld.cpp –o HelloWorld.exe  

• Once we have an executable “HelloWorld.exe” we can run it 
by typing 

./HelloWorld.exe  



Summary 
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• You are now all officially programmers! 

• We have seen the basic make up of any programme, 
remember it is writing a story book (TRSMEG). 

 

• We have learnt how to output a simple text string “Hello 
World!” to the computer terminal screen. 

• Next time we will look at variable type definition and start 
looking at functions (including scope). 

• For next week need to be in groups! Lets sort this now.. 


